Chapter One
1. Why were Shelley, Kelly, and Dustbin bored?

Chapter Two
2. What was the setting for this part of the story?

3. Why did they decide to go for Obedience Training in the Sports Centre?

Chapter Three
4. Name four activities that the dogs are trained to do at obedience class.

Chapter Four
5. Why did Dustbin do his best at the ability training?

Chapter Five
6. What was the setting for this part of the story?

7. What four tests were set for the dogs?

8. What was Dustbin good at?

9. Why did Dustbin get the job?
Chapter One
1. Why were Shelley, Kelly, and Dustbin bored?

*It was the middle of the long holidays.*

Chapter Two
2. What was the setting for this part of the story?

*The vets.*

3. Why did they decide to go for Obedience Training in the Sports Centre?

*The first session was free.*

Chapter Three
4. Name four activities that the dogs are trained to do at obedience class.

*Any of the following: walking forward; weaving; walking to heel; sitting; lying down; recall exercise*

Chapter Four
5. Why did Dustbin do his best at the ability training?

*He thought he would get an edible treat at the end.*

Chapter Five
6. What was the setting for this part of the story?

*TV centre.*

7. What four tests were set for the dogs?

*Beauty competition; fitness test; intelligence test; eating test.*

8. What was Dustbin good at?

*Eating the Krunchkins Dog Food.*

9. Why did Dustbin get the job?

*None of the other dogs would eat the food.*